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QCD in flavour phenomenology

Γexp.
???
= VCKM(WEAK)(EM)(STRONG)
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QCD in flavour phenomenology

Γexp.
???
= VCKM(WEAK)(EM)(STRONG)

e.g. semileptonic Kaon decay
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QCD ME

= f Kπ
+ (q2)(pK + pπ)µ + f Kπ

− (q2)(pK − pπ)µ
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Lattice QCD

formulate QCD on Euclidean discretised space-time

provides gauge-invariant regularisation wt. cut-off ∝ a−1

g, mf are only free parameters

observable in terms of expectation value of discretised path integral

〈0|O|0〉 = 1
Z

∫

D[U , ψ, ψ̄]Oe−Slat[U ,ψ,ψ̄]

= 1
Z

∫

D[U]Õ
∏

i
det(D + Mi)e−Slat[U]

Evaluate discretised path integral in finite volume by means of Monte
Carlo integration
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State of the art simulations

What we can do

mass degenerate up- and
down-quarks at the physical point

physical strange and charm
quarks→ Nf = 2, 2 + 1, 2 + 1 + 1
QCD

cut-off a−1
. 4GeV

volume L . 6fm

What comes next

add isospin breaking

add electromagnetism
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standard, challenging, very challenging processes with
relevance for flavour

standard: single incoming and/or outgoing pseudo-scalar states:
π,K ,D(s),B(s) → QCD-vacuum (leptonic decays)
π→ π, K → π, D → K , B → π, . . . (tree, some rare short distance)
K , D, B mixing (short distance)

some of the calculations do still pose a considerable challenge but we do
know in principle what to do
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standard, challenging, very challenging processes with
relevance for flavour

standard: single incoming and/or outgoing pseudo-scalar states:
π,K ,D(s),B(s) → QCD-vacuum (leptonic decays)
π→ π, K → π, D → K , B → π, . . . (tree, some rare short distance)
K , D, B mixing (short distance)

some of the calculations do still pose a considerable challenge but we do
know in principle what to do

challenging: two final/initial hadronic states, one channel
ππ→ ππ, Kπ→ Kπ, K → ππ
ρ→ ππ
vector final states B → K ∗ (Matt Wingate)

theoretically good understanding but numerically/technically challenging

very challenging - new ideas needed/no clue:
multi-channel final states (hadronic D, B)
long-distance contributions in e.g. K , D-mixing, rare decays (e.g. K → πll)
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For standard calculations and results → FLAG

Flavour Lattice Averaging Group –
“What’s currently the best lattice value for a particular qu antity?”
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For standard calculations and results → FLAG

Flavour Lattice Averaging Group –
“What’s currently the best lattice value for a particular qu antity?”

FLAG-1 (Eur.Phys.J. C71 (2011) 1695):
founded in 2009 as FLAVIANet Lattice Averaging Group
(EU FP6 Marie Curie RTN)

quantities: mu,d , ms, fK /fπ, f Kπ
+ (0), BK , SU(2) and SU(3) LECs

content:
summary of results
evaluation of FLAG quality criteria (colour coding)
averages or best values where possible
detailed summary of properties of individual simulations
lattice glossary
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FLAG-1 (Eur.Phys.J. C71 (2011) 1695):
founded in 2009 as FLAVIANet Lattice Averaging Group
(EU FP6 Marie Curie RTN)

quantities: mu,d , ms, fK /fπ, f Kπ
+ (0), BK , SU(2) and SU(3) LECs

content:
summary of results
evaluation of FLAG quality criteria (colour coding)
averages or best values where possible
detailed summary of properties of individual simulations
lattice glossary

FLAG-2 (web version: http://itpwiki.unibe.ch/flag/), version to be published is in preparation:

joined with www.latticeaverages.org

geographically enlarged (America, Asia/Oceania, Europe)

quantities: FLAG-1 + αs, fB(s)
, fD(s)

, BB(s)
and B, D semileptonic decays

data-deadline pre-lattice 2013
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Lattice - systematic uncertainties

In practice need to cntrol a number of sources of systematic uncertainties:

discretisation error (lattice spacing a)
effects differ between heavy and light quarks, so currently FLAG uses
different criteria

finite volume errors (box size L)

quark mass extrapolation
(until recently mostly unphysically heavy light-quark masses)

renormalisation, running

heavy quark treatment

Generally: FLAG considers quantities for which lattice QCD predictions have
reached a certain level of maturity
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FLAG web
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FLAG web
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FLAG summary - preliminary
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Outline

isospin breaking

hadronic decays

long distance effects
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Isospin breaking

kaon leptonic and semileptonic decay - below 0.5% precision?
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Isospin breaking

lattice simulations typically with isospin symmetric up and down quarks
(mu = md ) and αEM = 0
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Isospin breaking

lattice simulations typically with isospin symmetric up and down quarks
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ΓK→πlν = |Vus |2C2
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192π2 SEW(1 +∆SU(2) +∆EM)2 I |f Kπ
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OK for most simulations but by now precision of lattice QCD prediction for
certain quantities very high

fK /fπ f Kπ
+ (0)

δ 0.4% 0.4% FLAG-1

χPT isospin
correction 0.5% 3%

Kastner, Neufeld EPJ C 57 (2008);
Cirigliano, Neufeld PLB 700 (2011)
FLAVIAKaon WG EPJC (2010) 69
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lattice simulations typically with isospin symmetric up and down quarks
(mu = md ) and αEM = 0
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χPT isospin
correction 0.5% 3%

Kastner, Neufeld EPJ C 57 (2008);
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although FLAG-analysis indicates that things look consistent lattice
theorists are trying to include the effect of mu , md and αEM , 0 in their
simulations (see for example Portelli@Kaon2013 arXiv:1307.6056, Tantalo@Lattice2013)
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OK for most simulations but by now precision of lattice QCD prediction for
certain quantities very high

fK /fπ f Kπ
+ (0)

δ 0.4% 0.4% FLAG-1

χPT isospin
correction 0.5% 3%

Kastner, Neufeld EPJ C 57 (2008);
Cirigliano, Neufeld PLB 700 (2011)
FLAVIAKaon WG EPJC (2010) 69

although FLAG-analysis indicates that things look consistent lattice
theorists are trying to include the effect of mu , md and αEM , 0 in their
simulations (see for example Portelli@Kaon2013 arXiv:1307.6056, Tantalo@Lattice2013)

issues:
U(1) gauge field on the lattice (quenched)
finite size effects
disconnected diagrams
. . .
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Isospin breaking

Portelli@Kaon2013 arXiv:1307.6056
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K → (ππ)I=2

K

π

π

HW

d

s

u
d
u

two channels: (ππ)I=0 and (ππ)I=2

long standing puzzle of ∆I = 1/2 rule (ReA0/ReA2 ≈ 22.5) and ǫ′/ǫ of
direct CP-violation

to date no full understanding of CP-violation within and beyond SM
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two channels: (ππ)I=0 and (ππ)I=2

long standing puzzle of ∆I = 1/2 rule (ReA0/ReA2 ≈ 22.5) and ǫ′/ǫ of
direct CP-violation

to date no full understanding of CP-violation within and beyond SM

for lattice computation more general theoretical issue:

multiple hadronic initial/final states are conceptionally very different from
single hadronic initial/final states

non-trivial relation between scattering states and amplitudes in a finite box to
infinite volume
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K → (ππ)I=2

K

π

π

HW

d

s

u
d
u

physical decay in the centre of mass frame corresponds to Eππ = mK

infinite volume Euclidean correlators dominated by pair of non-interacting
zero-momentum pions, i.e. Eππ = 2mπ Maiani, Testa PLB 245 (1990)
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physical decay in the centre of mass frame corresponds to Eππ = mK

infinite volume Euclidean correlators dominated by pair of non-interacting
zero-momentum pions, i.e. Eππ = 2mπ Maiani, Testa PLB 245 (1990)

situation in finite Euclidean volume different
→ Lüscher NPB 354 (1991), NPB 364 (1991) derived two-pion energies in finite volume
→ can tune L and Eπ(~p) such that physical decay Eππ = mK possible

Lellouch-Lüscher CMP 219 (2001) allows for relating the finite volume K → ππ
matrix element M to the physical infinite volume one, A,

|A|2 = 8πV 2 mK E2

q∗2
(

δ′(q∗) + φP′(q∗)
)

|M |2

also: Rummakainen, Gottlieb NPB 450 (1995); Kim, Sachrajda, Sharpe NPB 727, (2005); Christ, Kim, Yamazaki PRD 72 (2005)
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K → (ππ)I=2

RBC/UKQCD setup RBC/UKQCD PRD 86 (2012), PRL 110 (2013):

Wigner-Eckart 〈π+π0 |Q∆I=3/2
∆Iz=1/2|K

+〉 =
√

3
2 〈π+π+ |Q∆I=3/2

∆Iz=3/2|K
+〉

smart choice of fermionic boundary conditions (together with tuning of lattice
volume)

→ ground state pions have momentum→ physical decay final state C. Kim

theoretically fully understood
technically now feasible for I = 2 final state
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K → (ππ)I=2

first reliable computation of hadronic decay amplitude
RBC/UKQCD PRD 86 (2012), PRL 110 (2013)

ReA2 = +(1.381(46)stat(258)stys) · 10−8GeV
ImA2 = −(6.54(46)stat(1.20)stys) · 10−13GeV

systematics dominated by discretisation effects (new simulations with finer
lattices under way; related sys error: 15%→ 5% Janowski@Lattice2013)

ReA2 agrees with experiment (1.479(4) · 10−8GeV)
ImA2 is true prediction
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first reliable computation of hadronic decay amplitude
RBC/UKQCD PRD 86 (2012), PRL 110 (2013)

ReA2 = +(1.381(46)stat(258)stys) · 10−8GeV
ImA2 = −(6.54(46)stat(1.20)stys) · 10−13GeV

systematics dominated by discretisation effects (new simulations with finer
lattices under way; related sys error: 15%→ 5% Janowski@Lattice2013)

ReA2 agrees with experiment (1.479(4) · 10−8GeV)
ImA2 is true prediction

combining with experimental results

ImA0
ReA0

=
ImA2
ReA2

−
√

2|ǫ|
ω

ǫ′
ǫ

−1.61(19)stat(20)syst · 10−4 = −4.42(31)stat(89)syst · 10−5 − 1.16(18) · 10−4

ImA0 = −5.34(62)stat(68)syst · 10−11GeV
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K → (ππ)I=2
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K → (ππ)I=0

vacuum QN cause headaches:
disconnected diagrams
vacuum contribution must be subtracted

K

π

π

HW

so far exploratory studies in small volume and for unphysically heavy pion
mass (420MeV) RBC/UKQCD PRD 84 (2011) with mK ≈ 2mπ

ReA0 +3.80(82) · 10−7GeV ImA0 −2.5(2.2) · 10−11GeV
ReA2 +4.911(31) · 10−8GeV ImA2 −5.502(40) · 10−13GeV

still early stage, many technical difficulties still need to be mastered (more
complicated boundary conditions, disconnected diagrams, . . . )
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Emerging understanding of the ∆I = 1
2 rule

results of exploratory studies RBC/UKQCD PRL 110 (2013):
mK = 877MeV mπ = 422MeV: ReA0

ReA2
= 9.1(2.1)

mK = 622MeV mπ = 329MeV: ReA0
ReA2

= 12.0(1.7)

still some way to go but optimistic
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= 9.1(2.1)

mK = 622MeV mπ = 329MeV: ReA0
ReA2

= 12.0(1.7)

still some way to go but optimistic

qualitative observations for ReA0/ReA2:

dominant contribution from contractions

observation: (1)≈-(2)
ReA2 ∝ (1)+(2)→ suppression
ReA0 ∝ 2(1)-(2)→ enhancement
naively from color counting: (2)= 1

3 (1)
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results of exploratory studies RBC/UKQCD PRL 110 (2013):
mK = 877MeV mπ = 422MeV: ReA0

ReA2
= 9.1(2.1)

mK = 622MeV mπ = 329MeV: ReA0
ReA2

= 12.0(1.7)

still some way to go but optimistic

qualitative observations for ReA0/ReA2:
dominant contribution from contractions

observation: (1)≈-(2)
ReA2 ∝ (1)+(2)→ suppression
ReA0 ∝ 2(1)-(2)→ enhancement
naively from color counting: (2)= 1

3 (1)

Authors believe that this is a major factor for explaining th e ∆I = 1/2
rule from first principles
needs to be confirmed for physical kinematics and at the physical point
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D, B hadronic decays?

after all this is a LHCb workshop . . .

the technique used for K → ππ can be extended to multiple channels

ONLY two-particle channel (say, 4π would need to be ignored)

2Mπ < 2MK < E∗ < 4Mπ (E∗ CM energy) Hansen, Sharpe PRD 96 (2012)

authors are continuing Hansen, Sharpe Lattice 2013

first applications coming to mind are D → ππ,KK and long distance in D?

realisation in lattice simulation will be much much much more involved
than K → ππ case and is unlikely to happen very soon
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short distance - BK

ǫK =
A(KL → (ππ)I=0)

A(KS → (ππ)I=0)
= eiΦǫ sinφǫ





Im〈K̄ 0|H∆S=2
W |K 0〉

∆MK
+

L.D. effects
Buras, Guadagnoli PRD 78 (2008)

Buras, Guadagnoli, Isidori,
PLB 688 (2010)





In SM W -boson exchange implies V − A structure, beyond SM other
operators possible RBC/UKQCD PRD 86 (2012), ETM JHEP 1303 (2013) 08, SWME arXiv:1309.2040

O∆S=2
1 = (s̄αγµ(1 − γ5)dα)(s̄βγµ(1 − γ5)dβ)

O∆S=2
2 = (s̄α(1 − γ5)dα)(s̄β(1 − γ5)dβ)

O∆S=2
3 = (s̄α(1 − γ5)dβ)(s̄β(1 − γ5)dα)

O∆S=2
4 = (s̄α(1 − γ5)dα)(s̄β(1 + γ5)dβ)

O∆S=2
5 = (s̄α(1 − γ5)dβ)(s̄β(1 + γ5)dα)

ME can be computed in the same way as SM BK - currently disagreement
between groups which needs to be resolved (B4, B5)
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short distance - BK

ǫK =
A(KL → (ππ)I=0)

A(KS → (ππ)I=0)
= eiΦǫ sinφǫ
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〈K̄ 0|H∆S=2
W |K 0〉 ∝ 〈K̄ 0|(s̄γµ(1 − γ5)d)(s̄γµ(1 − γ5)d)|K 0〉 ≡ 8

3 f 2
K m2

K BK (µ)
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RBC/UKQCD 12

our estimate for �� =�+�

�̂�
PRELIMINARY

Nf = 2 + 1 B̂K = 0.766(10) 1.3% uncertainty
Nf = 2 B̂K = 0.729(25)(17)
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short distance - BK

ǫK =
A(KL → (ππ)I=0)

A(KS → (ππ)I=0)
= eiΦǫ sinφǫ





Im〈K̄ 0|H∆S=2
W |K 0〉

∆MK
+

L.D. effects
Buras, Guadagnoli PRD 78 (2008)

Buras, Guadagnoli, Isidori,
PLB 688 (2010)





Buras, Guadagonli, Isidori PLB 688 (2010)

L.D. effects amount to about O(5%), so interesting to have a look on the lattice
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short vs. long distance

mass difference (∆S = 2) receives short- and long-distance contributions
Buras, Guadagonli, Isidori PLB 688 (2010)

HW

single 4-quark OP
length scale O(10−18m)

HW HW

two 4-quark OP
length scale O(1/ΛQCD)
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short vs. long distance

mass difference (∆S = 2) receives short- and long-distance contributions
Buras, Guadagonli, Isidori PLB 688 (2010)

HW

single 4-quark OP
length scale O(10−18m)

HW HW

two 4-quark OP
length scale O(1/ΛQCD)

KL − KS mass difference ∆MK = 3.486(6) · 10−12MeV

∆MK might be sensitive to new physics

short-distance contributions O(70%) in NNLO ptQCD Brod, Gorbahn, PRL 108 (2012)

rest (30%) SM long distance?

convergence issues of PT? NNLO at mc Brod, Gorbahn, PRL 108 (2012)

lattice simulations with dynamical charm could shed ligth on this
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long distance effects

efforts under way for long distance contribution
Christ, Izubuchi, Sachrajda, Soni, Yu arXiv:1212.5931

∆MK long distance ∝ correlator involving two insertions of the weak
Hamiltonian

K 0 K̄ 0
HW HWd

s

s

d

∫

d4x
∫

d4y〈h2|T {HW (x)HW (y)|h1〉

lattice computation seems possible in principle

no quadratic divergence in integration due to GIM in the presence of
charm Nf = 2 + 1 + 1

Lellouch-Lüscher type correction for finite volume effects in case where
ππ-state degenerate with K

applications: ǫK , rare decays
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long distance effects
Christ, Izubuchi, Sachrajda, Soni, Yu arXiv:1212.5931

A = N2
K e−MK (tf−ti )





∑

n,n0

〈K̄ 0 |HW |n〉〈n|HW |K 0〉
MK −En

(

T + e(MK −En)T −1
MK −En

)

+ 1
2 〈K̄ 0|HW |n0〉〈n0|HW |K 0〉T 2





(T = tb − ta + 1)

term ∝ T → signal

constant term can be ignored

exponentially decreasing (En > MK ) term negligible for large T

exponentially increasing (En < MK ) term needs to be subtracted

term ∝ T 2 from En0 = MK needs to be removed in order to control finite
volume effects Christ arXiv:1301.4239
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long distance effects

simulation for unphysical parameters done Christ, Izubuchi, Sachrajda, Soni, Yu arXiv:1212.5931

no disconnected
not all operators
results in the right ball park but too early for comparison with other physical
point predictions

certain systematics still need to be studied but simulations closer to the
physical point under way
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long distance effects

simulation for unphysical parameters done Christ, Izubuchi, Sachrajda, Soni, Yu arXiv:1212.5931

no disconnected
not all operators
results in the right ball park but too early for comparison with other physical
point predictions

certain systematics still need to be studied but simulations closer to the
physical point under way

All in all highly non-trivial and at most exploratory at the m oment
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Conclusions

there is a large set of quantities which lattice QCD can now compute
reliably (Nf = 2,2 + 1,2 + 1 + 1)
→ Flavour Lattice Averaging Group

precision sometimes such that as a next step of sophistication simulations
will need to include isospin breaking effects

we are slowly developing a comprehensive picture of CP-violation in
Kaons and we seem to be close to understanding the origin of the
∆I = 1/2 rule

clearly more theoretical and technical work has to be done in order to
extend these studies towards D and B

this talk might suggest that there is only progress for kaons, this is wrong!
Matt’s talk e.g. will show progress also for other non-standard
computations involving b-quarks . . .
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QCD Spectrum

Kronfeld, Ann. Rev. of Nulc. Part. Sci. 2012 62
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K → (ππ)I=2

RBC/UKQCD PRL 110 (2013)
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